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Fast Port Scanner is a port scanner which supports both
the TCP/IP and UDP protocols. It can scan about 400 ports
a second. It supports both the TCP/IP and UDP protocols.
You can select address ranges to scan multiple interfaces
or hosts. Any open ports will have the any suspect Trojans
listed with it. Fast Port Scanner is not intended to be used
on any systems that don't belong to you. Fast Port Scanner
is designed to perform security analysis only! CamsirClone
2009 is a revolutionary PC hacking tool. It is the first and
the only practical software designed specifically to crack
the webcam encryption. CamsirClone 2009 is the first and
the only successful webcam cracking software on the
market. CamsirClone 2009 is the ultimate and all-in-one PC
hacking tool that you always needed. So what are you
waiting for? Download CamsirClone 2009 for free today!
Asterisk Mobile - v.1.7.6 *Supported with a new Scanner*
Asterisk Mobile is a personal (Asterisk) answerphone
software. It is not a system-wide answerphone solution, just
a personal solution to call/answer your calls on your phone
using your existing voicemail system (Asterisk). It is
designed to work both standalone as well as in the Asterisk
environment. Netvibes is the most advanced home
dashboard solution for the Net. It’s a customizable



dashboard solution for your home that enables you to
monitor the status of your house and gadgets remotely.
Norton Dialer is a dialer tool for the Norton Dialer
Software, part of the popular Norton Antivirus and Norton
Internet Security suite of applications. The program is
designed to provide you with a phone number you can use
to reach an individual, or group of people, at your service.
Cisco Secure ACS Manager provides single sign-on for
Cisco Secure ACS agents. It can run on a dedicated system
as an agent on your network, or it can run on a separate
system and provide single sign-on for endpoints. It allows
you to manage roles and policies for mobile devices.
Skanner - v.2.5 Skanner is a new windows scanner - c-
based software for scanning network, file system and user
accounts. Wise Network Setup Tool is a tool for Windows
XP and Vista to scan and fix network issues such as missing
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- KQ-MACROs - Port Range Scanning - 5 simultaneous port
scans - Sorted File Names - 10 max macro names in list -
Open Ports - Target Database - 5 IP addreses - Execute
Macro - Export MACRO Names - Export open Port List -



Export suspect Trojan Names - Export suspect Trojan Dates
- 2-Way All Macros - Reverse Engineering Scan - Manual
Analysis - Scripts - Upload/Download - Save/Load Form -
Save/Load MACRO - Drag & Drop - Attach Function - In-
File - Encryption Decryption - Manual - Save and Save-As -
Support for TKIP/TKIP-AES - Exception Values for Listed
MACROs - Support for Largest File Size - Automatic Macro
Creation - Language Display - In File Search - Regular
Expressions - Multi-line Macro Editing - Macro Emulation -
Auto-Start Scan - Exit Manual Mode - Scan Interval
(Multiple Intervals Supported) - Timestamp for Logging -
PID Column - Query Data Records (Automatic Query) - Sort
Macros by Index - File Existence - Labels for Files - Search
Macros by Name - Recursion -.csv File Existence - Search
Macros by Name or Index - Settings Defined by the Macros
- MACROs Defined by the Settings - Multiple Streams - 2
Streams -.csv File Defined by Settings - Settings Defined by
MACROs - Export Settings - Save Settings as.csv File -
Import Settings - Toggle Streams - Save Settings as.csv File
- Restore Macro Settings - Export Settings as.csv File -
Restore Macro Settings as.csv File - Restore Settings as.csv
File - Move Macros - Move Macros to a Folder - Log to a
Text File - Log to a Binary File - Log to a.csv File - Full
History - Log Macros, Dates, Suspect Processes, User-ID -
Log Macros Only - Log Macros Only to a Text File - Log
Macros Only to a Binary File - Log Macros Only to a.csv



File - Option to Add Macros - Option to Remove Macros
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What's New in the Fast Port Scanner?

Port scanner which performs extremely fast and reliable
scans of millions of open ports. It has a rich set of features
which allows you to fully customize the scan options.
Features ￭ Scan ports 1 - 1048576 (and larger numbers)
per second ￭ Several modes of operation ￭ Seperate UDP or
TCP scan ￭ Supports IPv4 or IPv6 ￭ Port range can be
specified by a string or by a range of port numbers ￭
Supports host name resolution ￭ Supports wildcards in
hostname and port ranges ￭ Several protocol options ￭
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Allows partial port scans for the sake of accuracy and
performance ￭ Allows you to define multiple separate scan
threads ￭ Supports setting of the keep alive interval
between subsequent scans of the same port ￭ Allows you to
manually select open ports ￭ Allows you to limit the amount
of memory your scan will use ￭ Allows you to change the
character used for the delimiter between ports ￭ Allows you
to change the character used for the delimiter between
hosts ￭ Supports advanced options ￭ Allows you to define a
timeout period to scan a specific port for a specific amount
of time ￭ Allows you to use only the outgoing ports for
traffic analysis ￭ Allows you to modify the headers sent
when forwarding the packet on ￭ Allows you to check for
common error conditions ￭ Allows you to specify custom
sequences of packets (0 to unlimited) ￭ Allows you to
specify custom packet timings ￭ Allows you to terminate
the scan when the total number of packets exceeds a
specific amount ￭ Allows you to change the scan type
(either continuous or quick) ￭ Allows you to toggle the use
of Linux in-kernel threads ￭ Allows you to toggle the use of
libpcap in-kernel threads ￭ Allows you to toggle the use of
non-in-kernel threads ￭ Allows you to select a specific
driver for the interface (tcpdump, libpcap, etc) ￭ Allows you
to select a custom driver (tcpdump, libpcap, etc) ￭ Allows
you to toggle the use of a specific packet type ￭ Allows you
to define a sleep period between packets ￭ Allows you to



specify the interval at which a packet type will be used ￭
Allows you to use the OSS library to perform the scan



System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Xp 2000/xp/xp 64bit 2003 xp sp2 2003/xp
2004/xp/xp sp3 2004 xp sp3 xp sp4 xp sp4 64bit 2005 xp
sp5 xp sp5 64bit xp sp6 xp sp6 64bit 2008/xpsp6 windows 7
The game requires
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